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About the Book

The highly anticipated follow-up to the New York Times bestseller Beautiful Lies. Charged with relentless intensity and 

kinetic action, and playing out with unnerving suspense on the streets of New York and London, Sliver of Truth delves 

deep into the shadowy world of Ridley Jones, a terrified but determined young woman at once hunting down a ghost 

from her past and running for her life.

Discussion Guide

1. Of all the baffling plot twists in Sliver of Truth, which one caught you most by surprise? Why?

2. The book?s pivotal scene?where Ridley confronts Max at Potter?s Field?bookends the novel, appearing at the 

beginning and near the conclusion. Why do you think the author chose to structure this scene like this? What did you 

think of having it split in this way?

3. In chapter 2, Ridley describes her childhood habit of hiding from adults, saying, ?I just got better and better at finding 

places to hide. Eventually I had to reveal myself or never be found? (page 21). In the context of the novel, does this 

statement have another meaning? If so, what?

4. What was your opinion of Dylan Grace? At first, did you think he was being honest with Ridley about his motives for 

finding Max?

5. ?Some of us are lost and some of us are found. I think that?s really the difference Max had observed? (page 273). 

Who are the ?lost? characters in Sliver of Truth, and who are ?found?? What are the differences between these 

characters?
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6. Talk about the relationship between Dylan and Ridley. Did you expect that he and Ridley would get together? Why do 

you think they were so attracted to each other?

7. ?I was filled with dread and fury, and yes, the slightest glimmer of hope,? Ridley says after she finds out Max is still 

alive (page 283). Why hope? Does this foreshadow her ultimate encounter with Max? At any point in the novel did you 

believe Max was alive?

8. Ghosts and hauntings are recurrent themes in Sliver of Truth. Discuss some instances where they are prominent, and 

their significance. Does the author employ other symbols like these?

9. ?I have a tremendous ability to compartmentalize my emotions. Some call it denial, but I think it?s a skill to be able to 

put unpleasant things out of your head for a little while in order to accomplish something else,? (page 98). Consider this 

statement of Ridley?s. What does it reveal about her personality? Do you agree with what she says?

10. Nature versus nurture is a theme Ridley frequently debates with herself: Is her true self a result of her adoptive 

parents? upbringing, or is she Max?s daughter (and therefore shares his traits)? What do you think? Are we really 

products of our DNA, or do the people around us shape who we become?

11. Discuss Jake. Did you imagine that he was not who he claimed to be? Were you surprised to discover what his real 

identity actually was? Do you think Ridley suspected that Jake was lying to her?

12. If you read Beautiful Lies, did you realize that Jake lied to Ridley on the Brooklyn Bridge?

13. Why was Ridley unable to see the real Max, despite the attempts by many to inform her of his wrongdoings? For that 

matter, why does it seem that all the men in Ridley?s life (Dylan, Jake, her ex-boyfriend Zack, even her adoptive father, 

Ben) hid their true selves from her?

14. ?I?m sure you were hoping for a neater package?the villain is caught and brought to justice. I live happily ever after? 

(page 351). What did you think of the book?s ending? When Ridley?s real intentions against Max were revealed, were 

you surprised?

15. What do you think the title means?
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